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Act One

The action takes place in Bologna, at the home of the wealthy merchant
Geronimo. he is the father of two daughters, Elisetta and Carolina, and the
brother of the widow Fidalma. his ambition is to marry his daughters to no-
blemen, but paolino, an assistant in Geronimo’s warehouse, and Carolina are
in love and have been secretly married for two months. The couple hope that
Geronimo will be content to marry his elder daughter, Elisetta, to Count
Robinson, and that in the end he will forgive them for marrying without his
consent. When the Count announces in a letter to Geronimo his intention to
wed Elisetta, the merchant is indeed excited at the idea of his family marry-
ing into nobility. Elisetta begins to imagine herself as a countess and quarrels
with Carolina, while their aunt Fidalma seeks to make peace between the two
sisters. Once Carolina has left them, Fidalma confides in Elisetta her own
resolution to marry, revealing that the object of her desire is paolino. The
plot becomes more complicated after the ceremonious entrance of Count
Robinson, who tries to identify his fiancée. The Count’s attention is immedi-
ately captured by Carolina and once he understands that she is not his intend-
ed bride and that he should marry the less attractive Elisetta, he fails to hide
his disappointment. Now paolino is in trouble as the Count refuses to marry
Elisetta, preferring Carolina with whom he begins to flirt. She rejects him, al-
though she does not reveal that she is married to paolino. The Count realises
that Carolina’s reluctance conceals the existence of another suitor. In the
meantime, Elisetta, backed by Fidalma, complains to her father of the
Count’s cold conduct. When paolino announces that the table is ready, Car-
olina enters followed by the Count, who is resolved to discover where the
girl’s true sentiments lie and declares his love for her and his indifference to-
wards her sister. Elisetta, who unseen has witnessed the scene, accuses Car-
olina of seducing the Count. Carolina vainly attempts to explain and the con-
fusion and misunderstandings increase with the arrivals of Fidalma, then of
Geronimo, whose deafness prevents him from understanding the situation
clearly, and finally of paolino.
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Act Two

The Count informs Geronimo that he no longer wishes to marry Elisetta, but
prefers the younger daughter, Carolina. The merchant is adamant in demand-
ing compliance with the original agreement, but he begins to yield when the
Count says he will accept a dowry of fifty thousand ecus, rather than the one
hundred thousand previously stipulated, if he is permitted to marry Carolina
instead of Elisetta. This discount on the dowry prompts Geronimo to accept a
new agreement, but only if Elisetta approves. The Count communicates the
news to paolino, who feels lost and turns to Fidalma for help in solving the
situation. however, when the widow makes her own interests and plans for
marriage known, paolino feels faint. Carolina arrives on the scene and finds
paolino in conversation with Fidalma and feels betrayed, further complicat-
ing the relations between the characters. Shortly afterwards, paolino manages
to explain the situation to Carolina and he can only suggest that they elope
together. Then, the Count lists his faults to Elisetta in an attempt to convince
her to forget the wedding. If Elisetta, on her part, correctly believes that the
Count is in love with Carolina, Fidalma is quite rightly convinced that her
younger niece is in love with paolino, and therefore, both see Carolina as be-
ing responsible for their respective misfortunes. So, when Geronimo attempts
to persuade Elisetta to forego marrying the Count, Fidalma objects and tells
her brother that Carolina should be sent away to a convent and, that if she is
not, she will herself leave with all her belongings. Touched once again on
economic matters, Geronimo is soon convinced and communicates his new
decision to Carolina, who despairs, fearing that all is lost. The Count swears
that for love’s sake he will do anything Carolina asks of him and he kisses
her hand. At that moment, Elisetta, Fidalma and Geronimo all enter and be-
lieve that they have unmasked Carolina. Vainly protesting her innocence, the
girl’s position becomes increasingly difficult. Before retiring for the night,
Geronimo hands paolino a letter ordering Carolina’s confinement in a con-
vent, for which she will have to leave on the following morning. paolino re-
alises that if he is to prevent Carolina from being sent away, he has to act im-
mediately and so he goes to her room. Carolina and paolino are about to
elope when Elisetta, hearing voices and noises and believing she is about to
surprise Carolina with the Count, calls Fidalma and Geronimo. The two pre-
sumed lovers are accused and insulted until the indignant Count emerges
from his room: it is now clear that Carolina is not with the Count, but some-
one else. The door opens and paolino and Carolina kneel before Geronimo,
confessing their secret marriage and begging for forgiveness. In the face of
Geronimo’s angry reaction and in the overall dismay, Count Robinson solves
the situation: for love of Carolina, he declares his willingness to marry
Elisetta. Finally, Geronimo forgives the young couple and all join together to
celebrate their newfound harmony. 
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